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CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN CHRISTIANS
our fellow Christians is just as important as
I was once talking with my minister and
that of meeting Muslims and Hindus.
some others about religious tolerance. We
were struggling with the fact that so many
I have a vivid memory of one youth group
churches seem to want to create narrow
meeting at my old evangelical church when
definitions of Christianity that can be pretty
we were learning about the strands of
exclusive. He said something along the lines
Anglicism. Over the previous weekend my
of “the question is: how do we tolerate the
parents had been interested in a newspaper
intolerant?”. As someone who for a long
article by the American Bishop Spong, so I
time attended two very different churches
rather naively asked if he would fall
every week and struggled to work
into the “liberal” category. It turned
The challenge
challenge
out where I stood, the dilemma
out he was actually a “heretic” to
really stuck in my mind. I'm often
of forming
them and everyone had a good
tempted to draw on ideas I've
laugh. Perhaps my memory has
good
learnt about at uni to conclude that
twisted things, but I remember
relationships
it's fine for anyone to believe what
saying to the leader next to me,
they like and that we should just with our fellow “that’s what my parents believe…”
leave it at that, but when these
Christians is
and he just shrugged helplessly. I
beliefs really hurt others it's hard to
was stunned.
just as
stand by and simply “respect that
important as
The initial impact of experiences like
position”.
this was that I would come to the
that of
My experiences with interfaith
point
of leaving that church and I
meeting
dialogue (which I think is a great
was overjoyed to discover people in
Muslims and
idea and have learnt a lot from)
the Uniting group at uni who were
suggest that it’s usually not too
Hindus
also critical of evangelicals, who
difficult to “dialogue” with similarly
knew exactly where I was coming
open-minded people who share goals of
from. Yet at the same time it made me
improving mutual understanding and
sensitive to the way we might similarly mock
respect. An easy criticism of such events is
our sisters and brothers in Christ.
that Christians from churches which are
I think what really shook me that day was
hostile to or just unenthusiastic about
that the attack was personal for me. It was,
interfaith or ecumenical activities are the
by inference, my own parents who were
people who really need to be reached:
“heretics”. Similarly it is my continuing
people who may never meet those who are
friendships with people from my old
different from them. I’ve certainly been to at
evangelical Anglican church that prevent me
least one interfaith program that gave the
from generalising about and unthinkingly
impression participants were screened to
rubbishing them. If someone were to say,
ensure we weren’t going with the overt aim
“Sydney Anglicans don’t question what
of converting others. Whether this was
they’re told…” I only have to think about one
appropriate is a difficult question, but it
friend
from that church who I’ve had great
does effectively prevent some evangelical
debates with about questions of faith and
Christians from attending.
politics to know that this is not uniformly
Tempting as it is to isolate ourselves from
true.
those who disagree with us, it’s pretty clear
Going to two quite different churches every
that such an approach seriously limits our
week at a period when I was trying to sort
ability to change the way people from
out what I believed was pretty hard to deal
different faiths relate. In addition, the
with, but now that I’m a tiny bit more certain
challenge of forming good relationships with
about where I fit, I’m trying not to abandon
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my old friends. It can be tough, but it can
the war in Iraq (that we’d been misled; that
also be quite encouraging. It’s hard when I
it was wrong). In the post-election analysis
go back to my old church and my old youth
some people tended to claim Liberal voters
group leaders can’t say anything but warn
didn’t care about anything other than their
that I mustn’t fall away, that I shouldn’t get
own self-interest but I found this hard to
swept away by that crazy post-modern
swallow when I knew at least one person
theory at university. It’s hard when I agree to
who didn’t fit that description.
meet with a good friend who’s
For me, another benefit of talking
My experience
“worried about me” so that we can
with evangelicals is that it keeps me
talk about my commitment to the
is that making
from running away from some big
gospel and who, without warning,
the effort to
questions. They ask me if I take
launches into a tirade against
seriously Jesus’ “sacrifice for our
connect with
homosexuality. In that instance I
sins” and I don’t know what that
everyone
was so shocked at what she was
means anymore; they make me think
saying I was literally stunned into
who’s different about how God is involved in the
silence. Such a conversation
from us can be world; and of course they always
exemplifies the most difficult
point me back to the Bible and won’t
painful and
aspect of being between Christian
let me avoid its challenges.
difficult but
cultures. Homosexuality is an issue
that I have a lot to say about but
also rewarding. My experience is that making the
effort to connect with everyone who’s
one that I don’t believe we should
different from us can be painful and difficult
break communion over. I don’t want to
but also rewarding. I know that the criticism
break a friendship over it either if I can
and anger I’ve had to deal with from
avoid it. The other difficulty is that her
evangelicals who disagree with my attempts
stated purpose in meeting with me was to
to interpret the Bible and its application to
tell me that I’m wrong. I’m hopeful that if I
my
life is much less than what others are
can avoid doing the same thing, and we can
faced with. I certainly wouldn’t want to force
keep doing normal ‘friend-things’ together,
anyone to, say, go back to a church they’ve
then we might be able to seriously discuss
turned away from. As for my struggle to
our differences.
“tolerate the intolerant”, I wonder if a big
So I’ve found that in some cases I can’t just
part of it is realising that there isn’t such a
stand by and say, “I respect your views”. I
distinction between the two.
think it’s much more helpful to be brave
Bronislava Lee is studying arts at UNSW and
enough to hold a proper dialogue in which,
has recently become involved with SCM.
as I read somewhere, I’m not aiming to
convert but am open to being converted.
Certainly, I’ve had much more positive
experiences of dialogue as well. Not long
before the election I had a good chat with a
friend who was planning to vote for Howard
because her parents did. I was actually
amazed. I think she was almost expecting
me to yell at her, but instead it was one of
those great talks where I felt we both
genuinely listened to each other. She
seemed to be thinking more about making
an informed decision towards the end of our
long car trip, and I think I understand better
where she’s coming from. For instance I was
surprised that she did agree with me about
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REFUGEES: BETWEEN THE CRACKS
Between hope and despair.
I fled my homeland after I had been tortured
by the military because of my political views.
When I arrived in Australia I was filled with
hope of a new beginning in a land of
freedom. But now I have been in detention
for three years and still no decision has
been made on my case. I do not dare to
hope that one day I will be free.
Between captivity and freedom.

my family to come and join me. They are still
back home, struggling to survive, in
constant danger. I try to send them as much
money as I can, but I have found it hard to
get more than casual work, as I do not have
permanent residency. I miss them so much.
My children are growing up without me.
Between life and death.
I have been in detention for five
years
now.
The
Australian
government has refused to recognise
me as a refugee and is now
threatening to deport me. I am a
Christian and I am from an Islamic
country
where
conversion
to
Christianity carries a death penalty. If I go
home I fear arrest, imprisonment, even
death for my faith. My life is in the balance.

We live in
limbo, not
sure what our
future holds

I am living with my wife and three
children in the suburbs. We were in
an Australian detention centre for
three years after our arrival in this
land. We were released because my wife
became seriously mentally ill and the
authorities were afraid that she might kill
herself. We receive no income or support
from the government at all. A refugee
support group pays our rent and buys our
food. I am not permitted to work to support
my family and this makes be deeply
ashamed. We live in limbo, not sure what
our future holds.
Between prejudice and acceptance.
acceptance.
When I received the good news that the
Australian government recognised me as a
refugee I was overjoyed. I was released from
detention and could not wait to begin my
new life, but it has been so hard. My
qualifications as an engineer are not
recognised in Australia. Because I am from
the Middle East many people are suspicious
of me, thinking I am a terrorist. It has been
hard to get a job because I have no
employment record in Australia. All I could
get was a job as a cleaner.

Jesus, the refugee.
Jesus was himself a refugee. When he was
a child, his family were forced to flee to
Egypt to escape the persecution of King
Herod. Jesus therefore stands in solidarity
with all those who are forced to flee
persecution. He points us towards the God
of justice who challenged the oppressive
forces of this world and the God of
compassion who cared for the widow, the
orphan and the refugee. Jesus calls us to do
likewise.

Between loneliness and
and family.
Two years ago, I was recognised as a
refugee and given a Temporary Protection
Visa. This visa is only valid for 3 years, after
which I must apply again for a protection
visa. This means I must once again convince
the government that I am a refugee. While I
am on a TPV, I am not allowed to sponsor

Bev Fabb is a volunteer in Perth with the
Coalition Assisting Refugees and Detainees
(CARAD), and has based her reflections on
the experiences of refugees supported by
CARAD. For more information or to volunteer
contact CARAD at 9321 2900.
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Advent Longings
God I sit in the womb of your protection
Surrounded by angelic presence
Kept in your promise
But I long for the not yet
E’en though I can’t conceive of it
Nurtured, nourished
Enclosed, contained
Naïve, like Zechariah
Hoping praying but not really believing
Patience, Patience
Longing, nurtured, loved, impatient

Your very protection seems like a shell
A cage that contains me
Yet, am I ready for crucifixion?
“Daring do” – raids into the secular heart of my dark
culture.
Naïve, like Zechariah
Hoping praying but not really believing
Yet nurtured
In the womb
Pregnant with expectation
Surrounded by Angelic presence.
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LIMINALITY
want God to answer? What would I have to
I was at an Advent Retreat in Nov 2004
confront? How would I have to change?
where the focus of the morning was the
story of Gabriel announcing to Zechariah
I went away and drew a picture (facing page)
that he would have a son, John, (Luke 1: 5of an egg… with a kneeling figure within…
25). The leader of the retreat asked us to
with what could be angel wings without… As
reflect on the question: “How would I
I drew, my thoughts turned… I thought it was
respond if God interrupted my routine with a
an egg… Or was it a womb, or perhaps a
plan that would completely change my life?”
fortress?
In my reflection, what struck me was
The boundary
Zechariah’s state once the announcement
… is it protection?
had been made. His normal life was
Protection of what, from whom?
completely disrupted and he was thrown
Protecting me from God?
into an “in-between” state. His prayer had
Protecting the culture from God?
already been answered but the reality of
Protecting me from the culture?
parenthood was not yet upon him. He knew
Perhaps a little of each of these?
his prayer was answered but he had no
language to express its reality. His
Outside the egg… womb…fortress, there are
angelic wings
experience was bursting with meaning but
What
is
this
angelic
presence?
he was yet unable to articulate it.
Is it trying to get in?
Zechariah had been praying for a son, but it
Is it protecting me from harm?
seems to me that he was not ready for the
Am I shielding myself from it?
reality of an answer. Zechariah wanted a
son, but he wanted a son to fit into the life
I invite you God to smash open that shell or
he knew. He had not considered that a son,
that fortress,
the answer to his prayer, would radically
If that is what it is.
change his life, putting him on the threshold
I thank you God for nurturing me in the womb
(where God lives) and keep him there.
Of your presence for I am sure
In looking back and collecting my thoughts,
That it was it is?
it seems to me that anyone truly living with
God is always on that threshold. The past is
Give me patience to wait for the right time
gone; the future does not yet exist. There is
Yet let me not resist the right time
only the present. If we
are to encounter God,
How would I respond if God
Let me be open to you
we encounter God in the
As you come
interrupted my routine with a plan that
present moment, which
Unexpectedly
would completely change my life?
To answer my prayer.
is always the threshold
between the past and
the future. Those of us who live in God, in
I have given no title to these lines of verse.
the present reality, live on that threshold.
You are free to frame them in any way you
Zechariah’s encounter in the temple ripped
like. To give a title to something that is
out the props of his pious longing and left
pointing
at
“in
between-ness”
is
him standing on the threshold of the future.
inappropriate. Titles fix meanings in place.
From a pious petitioner he became an
To be “in between” is to be without fixed
active participant in the life of God.
meaning.
After reflecting on Zechariah’s story, I asked
What is it that I want? How do I find myself
myself “What am I asking for? Have I really
standing on the threshold? In what sense is
thought about what this means? Do I really
the threshold God’s reality for me?
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that, I want to be a guide to those seeking to
I have been “Mr Mum” in my family for most
re-animate their spirituality within their
of the last decade. I am still at home with
professional lives. I want to engage in a
our third child. My profession is Education,
deeply spiritual ministry right in
as a high school teacher. In the
To
be
“in
between”
the heart of our secular society.
small periods of time that I have
been back in the classroom
is to be without
Therefore, I stand on a larger
during this last decade, I have
threshold. I am no longer content
fixed meaning
grown increasingly dissatisfied
to play the “teacher game”. If you
with my profession, but my dissatisfaction
are reading this article as a first or second
does not make me want to leave it. It makes
year out teacher, you will know what I mean.
me want to uncover the spiritual malaise
New, enthusiastic teachers with a social
that seems to lie at the heart of my
conscience soon learn the rules of the
profession.
game. Then they either conform to the rules
or get out. There are a few of us (tiny in
There is a sense that each time I have
number) that refuse to play by the rules and
returned to my profession I have been on a
refuse to get out. We live our professional
threshold. I am not “in” because I have only
lives on the threshold. We are not “in”
just returned from somewhere “else”.
because we refuse to conform. Nor are we
However, I am not “out” either because I am
“out” because we refuse to get out.
a fully qualified, experienced and competent
teacher. So, standing on the threshold, I
There is also another sense in which I stand
have been able to cast a sympathetic but
on a threshold: in the sense of ‘already but
critical eye over the profession. I have seen
not yet’. My eyes are already open to the
a profession enslaved to the secular
condition of my profession, yet I have no
humanist ideal of “perfect humanity”. We
solution. In fact, I would suggest that there
teachers are doubly bound. We are bound
is no human solution. Really, I am talking
by own ideal of “the professional” and we
about the already/not yet of
are
bound
by
the
the Reign of God. Already,
It seems to me that anyone
nonsensical notion that
God has placed in our hearts
truly living with God is always a longing for fulfilment. God
we can create a perfect
society through education.
on that threshold
has promised that fulfilment.
But the satisfaction of that
These reflections from the
longing is not yet.
threshold have created a longing that has
been present for a number of years. I want
Am I ready? Well, I think you should ask
to debunk the mythology of secular
Zechariah. Zechariah, what is it like to have
humanism that still clings tenaciously to
God answer your deepest longing?
notions of professionalism and education.
Like Zechariah I have been praying for a
Russel Montgomery lives in Perth with his
long time. I’ve been asking God to open up
wife Carolyn and their three sons, and is
opportunities to do this kind of work. It is a
interested in modern monasticism.
prophetic work but one that needs to be
done in a “secular” environment. More than

Upcoming Events:

Vic ASCM Friends Botanic Gardens Reunions for 2005
Sat 12th March 2005 ~ 12.00 noon
Sat 3rd Sept 2005 ~ 12-00 noon

Meet in the gardens at Lakeside Café. Proceedings are entirely informal. Dine in, take away
or bring your own lunch. The nearest Gates are Gate A at the corner of Anderson
St/Alexandra Parade, Gate B in Anderson St, or Gate F on Birdwood Avenue.
Contact: Jim Martin, 10/8 Weir St, Balwyn Vic 3103, ph 9836 1431 jandh.at.alphalink.com.au
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I’ve recently discovered that when I’m scared I run,
So when things aren’t great I run from prayer.
I know at the time all I need is to sit with God;
I want it but do everything but.
What does God do between our prayers?
What do we do?
Do we stop completely?

I moved in with a 17 year old – Kenlee
halfcast white father black mother.
I sit with trying to understand
her feeling of being between;
Not one or the other by either parent,
Her culture, separated parents;
Can Kenlee be both?

Maybe between is neither.
It only alienates people;
It takes away from the whole.

In between doesn’t allow healing.

Jacquie Marsden
Is currently working
in Hyden, WA
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A PREGNANCY OBSERVED …
this unexpected gift, I suspect I would
Ruth’s Reflections: Inspired by Sophia’s
For it was
have
had rather mixed feelings about
reflection on pregnancy in JG last year, I
you who
the
physical
changes of pregnancy.
felt compelled to contemplate my/our
formed my
own unfolding experience. How would I
inward
I suppose we encounter and experience
parts;
and we find pregnancy as a process?
“in-between time” in many forms in our
You knit me
What would it mean for us? What would
lives. So often it is, in essence, the
together in
our journey be like? The first part of this
experience of waiting. It is also an
my
article represents the fruit of my
experience in which we may not have
mother’s
contemplations up to this time of writing
much control and this especially makes
womb.
– at 37 weeks gestation, technically fullit uncomfortable and difficult. My
term, on the threshold of the birthing
Psalm
experience of pregnancy suggests to me
event. The second part is Anthony’s
139:13
that perhaps in-between time may also
reflections on our joint adventure.
contain an invitation to enter the journey
towards a destination, goal or endpoint, rather
Quite early on in my pregnancy, I was struck
than the attainment of that particular
by two particular unexpected impressions,
destination or goal. Like the ancient Christian
which grew stronger as our journey developed.
practice of walking the labyrinth, a recently
The first was both the uniqueness and the
revived tradition, we are invited to attend
universality of pregnancy as a life experience.
rather more to the journey itself than the
Certainly it is a unique experience as a
endpoint of the journey (or the centre of the
woman, yet what surprised me more was how
labyrinth). I have been grateful for the eight
my identity as a person, not just as a woman,
months of waiting time; it has given me a
was being stretched and redefined. It is
chance to come to terms with the physical
difficult to explain this, but somehow it
and emotional changes of pregnancy that are
mirrored the experience of Anthony’s and my
themselves preparation for the physical,
own relationship as something beyond a
emotional and spiritual changes that
“man/woman thing” and at core, the intimacy
parenthood will undoubtedly bring.
of two unique, complementary persons. I had
already found my own personhood to be
This waiting time has certainly made demands
deeply affirmed in that relationship.
upon me that I could not ignore, especially in
Pregnancy seemed to affirm and further
the last trimester. I have been challenged to
elucidate my identity as a person, as “Ruth”.
accept and slow down in response to the
physical limitations that my growing body has
The second surprise, and indeed gift, was my
placed upon me. Pregnancy has forced me to
partner’s response to my changing body and
acknowledge more deeply my nature as an
the mystery it was containing and helping to
embodied as well as a spiritual being. As a
develop. This response began in the earliest
pregnant woman, I have felt God calling me
days when, early one morning, I tentatively
also to pay attention to that other embodied
mentioned that I was “a few days late…”. The
being developing within me. I have felt an
instant and instinctive strong hug that I
increasing urgency to put aside the demands
received from Anthony that morning,
of study and work to give more conscious time
conveying deeply felt love and excitement at
and space to the unfolding mystery of this
the implications of my revelation, was a
unborn baby, and to some “prenatal bonding”.
special gift. It was also an intimation of how
Further, since this baby is very much a joint
my partner’s companionship on our new
project, and this pregnancy and imminent
journey would illuminate my understanding of
parenthood a shared adventure, that prenatal
pregnancy as a personally transforming event
bonding has become a shared task too.
in the eight months that followed. Anthony’s
Anthony and myself were co-creators of this
constant affirmation of the great beauty (and
baby with God and it seemed to us that we
sexiness!) of my changing body has allowed
needed to actively rejoice in this little creation
me to perceive and enjoy similarly the beauty
in anticipation of his birth!
and wonder of my new embodiment. Without
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When Ruth had an ultrasound at eighteen
Anthony’s Reflections: Pregnancy is, for me, a
weeks, we heard the sound of the heartbeat
bit like waiting for a thunderstorm. There are
for the first time. This was probably more
signs that the storm is coming: a weather
exciting than the pictures. Every time I hear
forecast, dark clouds, the smell, the wind.
the heartbeat now, I'm counting the pulse
There are preparations: bringing in the
rate: always about 140 to 145 beats per
washing, closing the windows. Likewise, in
minute. Amplified through the midwife’s
pregnancy there are signs: the changes in
monitor, it's a vigorous sound, and makes our
Ruth's body and behaviour. There are also
baby that much more present – for a minute
preparations: buying clothes and a pram,
or two.
converting a room into a nursery.
The first tactile sensation of pregnancy was
But before a storm, I know that when the rain
Ruth’s raised body temperature – a beautiful
comes it won't be like the preparations or the
thing on a winter night in Canberra! - but now
signs. Rain isn't like wind. Rain isn't like a
the baby’s movements dominate my touch.
weather forecast. The signs aren't symbols in
They
have changed from indistinct, mysterious
that deep sense. A symbol makes its referent
sensations to very distinct
present, but the signs of
moves and we can often
pregnancy can't make the
guess which part of his
baby really present for me.
body is moving. This baby
A baby in my arms will still
is almost tangible!
be, in a sense, a shock.
There is still a huge sense
Ruth’s
growing
of mystery. Perhaps the
dependence on me is the
inadequacy of the signs
biggest change pregnancy
heightens the mystery. But
brings. It began quickly
here are some of them.
with morning sickness. My
actions needed to change
The first sign was Ruth
to care for Ruth. I learnt not
telling me, early one
Baby
Dunnicliff-Hagan
to tell good jokes in the
morning, that she might be
morning:
convulsive
pregnant. An urge to care
laughter
can
easily
turn
into
convulsions
of
and nurture swept over me. This was certainly
another
sort.
I
had
to
drive
more
slowly
on
the most uncertain stage of the pregnancy,
twisty roads.
but before the week was out, it was definite.
As the pregnancy continues, I am needed that
The most obvious sign is, of course, the sight
much more. Ruth needs a hand to get up, a
of a pregnant woman. Don't call that change
hand with cooking, a hand with washing. It's
in shape a "bump". That's too small and
the first time someone has been so
insignificant a word. No, it's bigger than that
dependent on me. I feel a real qualitative
and its implications are bigger. A "bump" is an
change in life, a shift in the bond between us.
interruption to a journey, a slight delay, but
Soon the baby will be even more dependent
not a change of course or destination. We
on me, but Ruth’s dependence dominates
always talk about Ruth's "bubby tummy".
now. So this in-between time of pregnancy is
(While I'm giving opinions about vocabulary,
not just about signs of the future, it's about
never call a pregnant woman "fat". It's
the present as well. While keeping baby
nonsense. A lot of it is muscle, amniotic fluid
preparations
underway, I savour the present
and bones. And don't use any of those
moment,
just
as I would savour the smell of
euphemisms for fat either, like "chubby" and
approaching
rain.
"chunky". It's all insulting and plain untrue.)
The body changes are beautiful. Form follows
function, and every change has a purpose.
Every bulge, every stretch mark speaks of life
bursting out, life straining to be born.

Ruth DunnicliffDunnicliff-Hagan has just completed
her four-year term as ACT SCM Development
Worker. She and Anthony are SCM Friends.
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LOST IN TRANSLATION?

SOME DILEMNAS OF FERRYING
FERRYING BETWEEN CULTURES
CULTURES
As someone who lives between a few
cracks, I’ve been invited to share a few
random thoughts on having to move
between cultures. I work as an Asian lawyer
acting for Aboriginal people within our
“western” legal system. This is contrasted
with the question of
God also
whether I’m called to also
speaks
move between different
Christian cultures.
through

God is a noun whereas their God is a verb.
My instincts all protested that my God is
also very much like a verb and it’s not fair to
paint all Christians the same way.

However, despite the perceived similarities,
I know I am nevertheless part of “the other”.
As much as I admire
and enjoy learning There is a huge
about these cultures,
need to find
find a
they can never be “my
way of
As a Perth-based lawyer
culture”. Given that
the land
bringing
working
for
traditional
we’ve taken just about
as much
owners in some more
everything else from
Indigenous
as from
remote areas of WA, I
the
Indigenous
values into the
the pages
unfortunately just fly in and
peoples, the last thing
mainstream
we should do is to
of a book out and have no time to
system
become part of their local
misappropriate their
community. During visits I can only pick up
heritage or knowledge
little snippets of their deep spiritual
as ours. All we can try to do is translate and
awareness and real sense of stewardship of
hope that this has effect. As a lawyer having
the earth. It’s been so exciting and helpful to
to work within the dominant system, I still
meet “the sacred’ in new places and ways
need to do the bit that I can to translate
through these encounters with people who
some of the spiritual understandings and
see things from different perspectives that
relationships about the land and the sacred
all challenge my spiritual short-sightedness.
places into legal language. We can criticise
In these brief insights, I learn so much more
the prevailing structures but the practical
about Biblical imagery and hear that God
reality is that they often cannot be ignored
also speaks through the land as much as
and by-passed. There is a huge need to find
from the pages of a book. There has been a
a way of bringing Indigenous values into the
lot said about differences in the world views
mainstream system. While the secular
of Indigenous people compared with what is
Australian culture regards much of our
called the western Christian view
Christian theology as alien, the
and a lot of criticism of the inability
problem is exacerbated tenfold when
As much as I
to fit Indigenous religion into the
it comes to Indigenous concepts. It
admire and
concepts familiar to the “Christian
may therefore require all the little
enjoy learning
mainstream”. In the legal and
acts of spiritual solidarity that we
about these
political world, this has often
can come up with to try to shift the
manifested itself in inappropriate
balance.
cultures, they
interpretations and procedures
So between visits I go back to the
can never be
when dealing with Indigenous
world of the majority of Australians,
“my
culture”
culture
heritage. I wonder, however, if
where I feel disillusioned and but
that’s based on defining “Christian
nevertheless
familiar
and
mainstream” by a narrow and skewed
comfortable. This hit home when I was
aspect of Christian thinking, or on “bad”
asked recently to mark in a form whether I
theology. For instance, I recall getting quite
came
from
a
“culturally
diverse
worked up when reading of an Indigenous
background”. Honesty required me to admit
Canadian writer saying that our Christian
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that I didn’t, even though I am Asian.
that the prophetic voice must be heard
However
despite
not
feeling
challenging people with the radical
There is no
alienated in this society, the
gospel. Perhaps those of us who can
exclusion does sometimes hit home
speak in Biblical language or
doubt that
in unusual ways. The common the prophetic
religious imagery need to translate
criticism about “our” Euro-centric or
this gospel to people within the
voice must
western laws and ways of thinking
churches. Maybe some of us can’t
be heard
always makes me bristle as this
afford to hang out in our cosy leftie
critique often applies just as much to
circles but need to grit our teeth and
challenging
the way many Asians think. There’s
venture out between the different
people with
nothing more exclusionary than
Christian cultures.
the radical
being left out of an insult!
The question is, what are the terms
gospel
Turning then to the dilemmas of
of the engagement? How do we
culture-hopping of another kind: As an
avoid going in with imperialistic notions of
SCMer conscientised by liberation theology
out-converting the Bible bashers or using
and believing passionately in the gospel of
hierarchical powers in the institutional
social justice, one is on a constant, and
churches to lay down the law from on high?
usually fruitless, search for a supportive
Do we engage in respectful dialogue with
environment
of
like-minded
faiththe spokespeople of the various groups, but
companions. I’ve certainly spent a lot of
not bother about the people at the grass
time bemoaning the lack of such
roots? Can we get away with just flying in
communities in my own Anglican church life.
and out of such churches and study groups
However the recent federal Australian and
long enough to infect them with our
US elections brought home to me with a jolt
different ideas and interpretations or do we
that maybe we need to emerge from our
really have to commit ourselves to the long
“trenches” to engage directly with the
haul of being part of such communities? Is a
Religious Right, from the mainline
solution to find a small support
conservatives in the traditional Maybe some of us
group of comrades to together
pews to the new fundamentalist
commit to being the yeast or the
can’t afford to
movements. There has been a lot
salt within such cultures, to irritate
hang out in our
of attention generated about the
the conservatives but to be
cosy leftie circles
role of Religious Right, where
prepared to learn and be changed
but need to grit
issues
like
abortion,
antiin return – and maybe even to cop
homosexuality and the freedom
the insults as well? Sometimes the
our teeth and
to vilify other religions have been
horrifying thought crosses my mind
venture out
hailed as the “Christian” election
that perhaps even in those beyond
between the
issues, rather than such things as
the pale in the “Religious Right”
compassion and care for the different Christian
one might see the face of Christ
environment, civilian casualties in
and encounter “the sacred” in new
cultures
Iraq, refugees, Indigenous people
and different places and ways
and the poor and marginalised. After the
which will challenge my spiritual shortelections, a friend confronted me with the
sightedness. All this is much easier said
questions “How can your mob justify these
than done, but just perhaps the shortages of
policies? If these are not the Christian
churches where the “SCM types” can be
viewpoints, why aren’t people saying so?”
comfortable is to ensure that we keep living
It’s so easy to respond by writing off the
between the “now” of church life as it is,
Religious Right as the loony fringe or as the
and “the not yet” of what it could become.
dying bourgeois church, but the reality is
Carolyn Tan has had a long involvement
that it is we who are the marginalised
with SCM in WA
minority in most churches. There is no doubt
.
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CONFESSIONS OF AN ETHICAL ANARCHIST
(OR: HOW I DISCOVERED HUMILITY AND LIVED TO TELL THE
THE TALE)
I have a confession to make. It is not a
simple one to make in an organisation such
as SCM, but, paradoxically, it is due to the
nature of SCM that I feel called to make it. It
has been bothering me for quite a while, but
I can put it off no longer.

appear worthy of the deed, we have become
corrupt gods.

There are many voices trying to sell their
ethical wares. Some, were I in a more
cheerful frame of mind, I might buy. But of
course Caveat Emptor rules
Are we not straying as if
in the ethical marketplace
I no longer believe in ethics.
through an infinite nothing?
as much as any other.
There. It is said.
Beware of what you buy and
Sometimes I feel as if I am channeling
from whom - things rarely are as simple as
Nietzsche’s ghost. I can almost see the
they seem, and the chances are that when
madman running into our postmodern
you take your new purchase home and take
marketplace, lantern held high, shouting
a good long look at it you’ll find that it
“I’m looking for ethics! I’m looking for
doesn’t quite fit, or that it doesn’t work, or
ethics!”. I can see the sneers and the
that lurking under its gold is dull red.
laughter behind the hands of those who
I don’t think that I am alone in these
think they know better. I can hear their
feelings, although perhaps I am alone in my
jeers, with each falling over the other to ask
expression of them. I am not alone in my
him where he thinks ethics have gone, or
resort to cynicism in the face of
why he thinks they have left, or who he
contemporary life. Peter Sloterdijk argues
believes has chased them away. And then it
that the modern cynics see themselves as
is with a shudder and a chill that strikes me
“participating in a collective, realistically
to my core that I see his eyes fix one and all
attuned way of seeing things. It is the
and say “Where are ethics? I’ll tell you! We
universally widespread way in which
have killed them, you and I! We are all their
enlightened people see to it that they are
murderers... What were we doing when we
not taken for suckers”. It has almost
unchained the earth from the sun? Where is
become a reflex action that when a
it moving now? Where are we moving to?
politician says that “we’re
Away from all suns? Are we
doing this for the good of
Caveat Emptor rules in the
not continually falling? Are
the people” we think “it’s
we not straying as if through
ethical marketplace as much
going
to further his/her
an infinite nothing?”
as any other. Beware of what
relationship with the US” or
And yes, when I peer into
“his friends in big business
you buy and from whom
his mad eyes I am moved to
are going to love it”.
disconsolate silence. How indeed have we
Whenever we hear someone campaigning
done this? Where indeed are we heading?
about ‘family values’, we are just waiting to
The madman’s questions, “Is the magnitude
hear about their extra-marital affairs.
of this deed not too great for us? Do we not
Believe it or not, though, this is not the chief
have to become gods merely to appear
reason I don’t believe in ethics. Indeed, I
worthy of it!?” ring in my ears. but at these
think that if Nietzsche and myself were to
times I fail as a channel. I cannot feel the
have
a quiet chat, he’d probably agree that
wild Dionysian joy at the death of ethics that
cynicism
is really nothing more than
Nietzsche’s madman felt. At these times I
ressentiment
dressed up for the 21st
feel that yes, the deed is too great for us,
century,
and
I’d hate to let poor ol’
and that insofar as we must become gods to
Nietzsche down by falling into that.
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I think that I would attribute my counterethicism to something quite a bit more
positive: the discovery of the Other. No
matter where I look these days, the Other is
getting a lot of press. Of course, not all that
press is good, and not everyone is quite as
enamored with it as me, but let’s leave that
to the side for the moment. So... what is this
Other? Where did I find it and how? And
what does any of this have to do with ethics
(or counter-ethics, as the case may be).

distinguish it and link it into the rest of my
world, even if only so that I may proceed to
ignore it.
The Other is different. Well, that goes
without saying. The Other is that which is
not the Same. It is that which irrupts into the
domain of the Same through its many and
varied fissures. What exactly is this Other?
Now that’s the rub. To name it or label it is
already to try and diminish it, to try and
overthrow it and subsume it to the Same.

It would appear to be a tautology
I think that the first time that I
God was always
to say that the Other is that which
really grasped this was when I
is not the same, but some very
what you didn’t
was contemplating God as God
famous philosophers have built
appears in the Bible. It seemed
expect… God was
their careers on stating such
to me that there was always a
that Other that was
tautologies then proceeding to
struggle occurring in the text, a
sandwiched
ruminate upon them, because on
struggle between the Divine in
occasion the simplicity of a
between definitions and of itself and the desires of
tautology hides something that is
humans to somehow contain,
and descriptions,
actually quite complex. So, I’ll
describe and understand (dare I
that which always
start with saying that the Other is
say, limit and control?) the
sought out the
that which is not the Same. To
Divine. The motif that kept
unpack
that
statement
cracks and fissures
leaping out at me from the text
somewhat, I would argue that the
so that it would not was that God was always what
Same
is
more
or
less
you didn’t expect. It was not in
become a part of
synonymous with the phrase ‘my
the whirlwind or earthquake that
the Same.
world’. The concept of ‘world’ is a
God announced Godself, but in
little trickier, but a good attempt
the gentle breeze. God was that
would be to say that my world is the context
Other that was sandwiched between
into which I find myself thrown. I think that it
definitions and descriptions, that which
is important to note that the world is not
always sought out the cracks and fissures
something that exists over against me, but
so that it would not become a part of the
that I am one of the constituents of the
Same. Once I saw this I started my long,
world. Another way of phrasing it is that the
slow journey away from ‘God’, from
world is the domain of the Same: the Same
theology, from belief, and yes, even from
that includes me.
ethics.
It is important to point out that claiming that
When I took the insight I learned there and
my world is the domain of the Same, which
looked more broadly everything started to
includes me, is not to argue for solipsism. I
look different. Of course we experience
can and do quite easily distinguish various
these irruptions of the Other all the time. It
components within my world, and various
may be a sound that we can’t place or a
components from myself. Rather, it is to
visual experience that we don’t understand,
claim that those things that are in my world
or an object that we’ve never seen before.
are enmeshed in a network of ideas and
Most of the time, very quickly we start to
intentions, that they have become
understand the Other such that it would
conscripted, given meaning, maybe even
seem that always already the Other is yet
given purpose. Even in my deepest
another part of our world. Martin Buber
indifference toward something, I am still
described this sort of meeting by the word ‘Iconcerned enough to identify and
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It’. It is the instrumental mode of
relationship, perhaps the typical mode of
relationship.

Caputo has more to say here. He notes that
one of the problems with principles, as fine
as they may be, is that we always seek
to apply them to the world, rather than
I would name the suspension
But
there
is
the other way around. The problem
of the processes that try and
another, and I
here
is that each situation is unique.
believe
more
ensnare the Other in our
There
are always different actors,
‘ethically’ laden,
world ‘humility’
different
contexts, different objects
mode of meeting
involved.
To
apply a principle or rule to
the Other. This
an event is to deny that event its
occurs when the normal processes that
uniqueness. Each event is kind of like the
seek to enroll the Other into the Same are
irruption of an Other into an ethical world.
suspended such that the Other stands over
Each event squeezes through the spaces
against our world, and by that I mean also,
and is captured between the other entities
over against us. It is in this meeting that
in that world. If that event doesn’t quite fit, it
Levinas locates the irruption of the ethical
must be modified to fit. Here again the word
into our world. He argues that the Other is
humility rings loud in my ears. Rather than
absolutely so, that this meeting is absolutely
feeling the need to apply principles to
asymmetric. The Other towers over us, has a
events we must have the humility to
prior claim upon us, and toward it we are
suspend our ethical frameworks to meet the
absolutely responsible, even though we can
events in their alterity. I would argue that
lay no claim upon it nor expect it to be
the suspension of ethical frameworks allows
responsible to us. I am not sure exactly how
the space and the quiet for the voice of the
far I would stroll with Levinas in his
Other
to speak to us.
characterisation. All the talk of absolutes
gives me the willies, but I believe that he is
on to something. John D. Caputo prefers to
strip the language of all the absolutes. He
claims that he has no head for metaphysics
(though to be sure, he has a better head
than mine for it!) and believes that Levinas
had his head perhaps a little too much in
the clouds. Where Levinas describes
absolute responsibility toward (and for) the
absolute Other, Caputo describes the rise of
inescapable Obligation toward those
marked by ‘dis-aster’, those who are under
an ill-fated star.

I guess ultimately, for me the concepts of
alterity and liminality are fundamentally
linked. I first came across the concept of
liminality in the characterisation of religious
ritual. One fundamental part of ritual is that
it allowed its participants to enter a liminal
state: one that is metaphorically between
heaven and earth; one where the normal
order of things is suspended for the
duration of the ritual. With respect to the
Other, I see it as liminal in two ways. Firstly,
it is liminal in that it appears amidst and
between the entities
and intentionalities that
The Other’s presence in
I fear that all I can add to this is a
create our world. It falls
my world is always caught
definition of humility. I would name
between our world’s
the suspension of the processes
on the threshold between
cracks. Secondly, at
that try and ensnare the Other in
presence and absence
least in my experience,
our world ‘humility’. Humility
the Other’s presence in
fundamentally means having the
my world is always caught on the threshold
courage to let the Other be and the courage
between presence and absence, in the
to accept the consequences. The
space created by the suspension of
consequences are to find yourself drawn
concepts, beliefs and intentionalities.
into the ethical: to be responsible toward
the other, to be obliged to the other.
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IN BETWEEN MOROCCO AND AUSTRALIA
Recently I travelled to Morocco with my
sister Tessa and was exposed for the first
time to a non-Western country. We spent
ten days in Dar Bouazza, a fairly modern
town near Casablanca, and two weeks in
Essaouira, a much smaller and more
traditional town, as well as a
few days each in Marrakech
and Cascades de Ozoud. When
I told people in Australia that I
was going to Morocco, the
responses I got were generally
along the lines of ´be careful, it
is very dangerous there´. I
knew nothing about Morocco
before I went there and what I
found there was completely
different to these warnings.
Morocco is a peaceful and
relaxed country where no one
owns guns and the people are
far more welcoming than I had experienced
anywhere before. I have come home feeling
a sense of ‘in between’ and trying to hold
together my experiences of Australian and
Moroccan cultures.

of. I have found it hard to be back in
Australia, a culture that is focussed on
prosperity and technology and where often
people’s problems and goals seem very
trivial in comparison.
I rarely saw people by themselves in
Morocco. Even in rural areas I
usually saw three or more people
working together on the same
project. It is normal to see men
walking down the street holding
hands or with their arms around
each other and there is no
cultural weirdness about that,
which I think is nice. When I
returned to Australia, I couldn’t
believe the lack of people on the
streets and it made me wonder
why we don’t encourage many
more people to share Australia
and why we don’t always get out
and enjoy what we have here.

Unlike Australia, there are no large
supermarkets or shops in Morocco, except a
few in the large cities. Instead, there are lots
of small shops where you can buy small
From what I perceived, Morocco is a country
portions of many exciting things. If you want
where people are far more focused on
one teabag, four spoons of oil, one toilet
family and community than on the careers,
roll, one serve of pasta or one wash worth of
money or prestige that many people I know
shampoo, you can buy it very easily, rather
in Australia focus on. I was overwhelmed by
than buying a whole packet or bottle as in
the welcome we received. Strangers would
Australia. I liked this. Instead of having
invite us to dinner, to drink tea with them or
everything stored in bulk at your house, you
stay at their house. When we asked for
could just get small portions of what you
directions, strangers took us to the places
needed, when you needed it. It is also easier
we wanted to go. This sort of trust
because you don’t have to budget for
in a stranger is not something I
I have found it more than one day at a time. I think
experience often in Australia. Even
that the attitude (probably born of
hard to be
the way people’s houses are laid
necessity) of just buying the amount
back in
out is representative of the
you need is great. I think that in
‘togetherness’ of the Moroccan
Australia, a
Australia it is too easy to end up
culture. Living areas generally have
buying many more things than are
culture that is
couches around the outside that all
actually necessary.
focussed on
face towards the other people
Although Morocco is known as an
prosperity and
rather than towards a window or a
Arabic country, which is evident in
television. People eat together and
technology
the amplified calls to prayer five
most meals are cooked in a tarjine
times a day, there is a rich cultural
dish, which everyone then eats out
and religious mix. Islam is the most common
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religion, but the influence of Judaism,
Christianity and Atheism is evident. The
indigenous
inhabitants
of
Morocco are Berber
and the few people
we met from this
group were adamant
that Morocco is not
an Arabic country.
Many languages are
spoken. There are
three
Berber
languages: Darija (an Arabic dialect), French
and classic Arabic. Most people speak
Darija; French is used more in business or in
the bigger cities.
It was easy to see in Morocco how ridiculous
the popular suspicion of Arabic culture and
Islam is. The Muslims we met were all
friendly. I was very impressed with Hassan,
whom we met in Cascades de Ozoud. He
would bring his prayer mat with him and
pray five times a day even if we were
bushwalking or nowhere near a mosque. I
don’t know many people in Australia with
that level of dedication to their religion. It
makes me think that what Muslims believe
in has to have truth and value. As a
Christian, this is challenging for me.

poor. People are incredibly creative about
where to find work and how to get an
income. There are
many people who
work
hard
in
Australia but often
it appears they are
driven
by
the
promise of financial
reward.
I
miss
experiencing all the
amazing Moroccan
inventions
and
seeing all the interesting ways that people
go about making a living. Something that I
have pondered since returning to Australia
is that here it sometimes seems too easy to
be prosperous. Perhaps this takes from
people’s ability to be creative, intuitive and
appreciative of what they have.
There are also things about Morocco that
are not so nice. For example, the streets are
quite dirty and the public toilets are gross.
I’m not really a clean and tidy person, but I
struggled to not get frustrated with this. It
was sometimes difficult to be both a tourist
and a woman in Morocco, and there is one
price for tourists and a different one for
locals.

For me, the thing that was the most difficult
In Morocco, not many people drink alcohol.
to deal with was the place of women in
Apart from big cities and touristy
Morocco. Most women work at home,
People are
spots, not many bars, cafes or
and this is even more prevalent in rural
incredibly
restaurants serve alcohol. More
areas. In modern cities such as
people smoke, but generally in
Casablanca, there are more women in
creative
their or their friends’ homes rather
paid employment or studying. It is
about
than out in the street. This was very
uncommon for two women to travel
where to
different for me coming from
alone and the streets are full of men,
find
work
Australia, where alcohol is so much
which sometimes made things awkward
a part of our social interactions. I
and how to for Tessa and I.
found that I liked the fact that
In the Moroccan culture, friendships
get an
alcohol was not required to make
between men and women rarely exist.
income
people relax and interact and it
Men and women are either engaged,
makes me wonder why in Australia
married or related. This was difficult for
it is such an embedded part of our culture.
me because I am used to it being normal to
I admire how hard people work in Morocco.
have male friends without assumptions of
It is not unusual for people to work long
anything more than friendship. There is a
days, six or seven days a week, and to still
very ´behind closed doors´ feel to Morocco.
be quite poor. Our friend Hassan worked six
You see heaps of men everywhere, but not
days a week from 9am to 8pm and was still
many women. In Essaouira, our friend
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Ottmane invited us to a dinner at his house,
with full
a very generous and brave invitation. I am
able to
sure that he was asked a lot of
questions afterwards. For us, it was a
I enjoy the
very interesting night. The women and
freedom of
men were kept apart all evening,
being able to
eating in separate rooms and
associate
socialising in two groups. Coming from
Australia, this was very interesting to with whoever
observe but it was very hard to
I like in
imagine myself ever being able to fit
Australia
into.
There is a noticeable lack of law
enforcement in Morocco compared to
Australia. People set up stalls anywhere on
the side of the road, carry as many people
with their cars or motorbikes as they like
and get on or off the bus wherever they
need to. There doesn’t appear to be a rush.
Things mostly happen Ensha’llāh (Allah
willing). Longer distance buses leave when
they are full, rather than at a certain time
and taxis pick up other passengers on the
way to where you are going. One taxi I was in
had a total of nine people. There is
something about this mentality that really
appeals to me, as it means that people are
much more relaxed and don’t get too hung
up on trivial things that in Australia are
apparently so important. On the other hand,
it can also be very frustrating if
you want to get somewhere in a
hurry, or dangerous if you
experience the disorder on the
roads.
There are some laws in
Morocco that I’m glad Australia
doesn’t have. In Essaouira, it is
illegal for a Moroccan man to
associate with tourists. Tessa
and I had some good friends
there whom we could not walk
down the street with or talk to
in public. Instead, we would
walk in two groups with a few metres
separating us, or hang out at a private
house. This was bearable for us because we
could leave when we had had enough. For
Moroccans, it is an every day occurrence,
which would be extremely difficult to live

time. I enjoy the freedom of being
associate with whoever I like in
Australia and I have come to
appreciate
this
more
since
travelling in Morocco.

I found it difficult and sad that it is
reasonably easy for an Australian
like me to visit Morocco, but almost
impossible for Moroccans to visit
Australia. As there is no Australian
embassy in Morocco, to get a visa
you have to go to Cairo. To access
the much closer embassy in Madrid you
have to have a visa for the EU, which is also
difficult. It is very expensive for a Moroccan
to travel outside of Africa because of the
exchange rate. My friend Rachid in Dar
Bouazza had a job lined up in Australia a
few years ago. He went through many
applications and interviews to get accepted,
but was then told that he could not apply for
an Australian visa in Morocco. As he could
not also afford to go to Cairo, he was not
able to come.
When Tessa and I returned to Europe, I
struggled to readjust from my experiences in
Morocco. There were many things about it
that I missed, such as the welcoming
attitude and the fact that consumerism is
not so prevalent. I was glad for
some things though, like cleaner
roads, more women in public and
easier communication. Upon my
return to Australia, I have thought
extensively about the positives
and negatives of Morocco and
Australia and have come to the
conclusion that I really don’t
know what I prefer. I think it’s
safe to say that I have always
been so comfortable and spoilt in
Australia that to now live in
Morocco long term would be
extremely difficult but there are
many characteristics of Morocco and its
people that I admire, envy and miss.
Leah Schulz went to Morocco in July 2004
with her sister Tessa, who lives in Madrid.

An earlier version of this article was printed in the summer issue of ’Grapevine’, the SA Lutheran Students Fellowship mag
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POST-MODERN CHRISTIANITY
Postmodernism is a way of thinking that sees
Truth: Truthful Living (ATF Press, 2004). In
confident certainty as untenable, calling us
this book Winifred presents a sort of postinstead to live ‘in between’ different ways of
modern Christianity that draws especially on a
thought and respect their differences. The
beautiful theme from Nietzsche, ‘the
ASCM is post-modern in its basic principles.
hermeneutics of suspicion’.
Instead of promoting mythical dogmas about
Debate about the post-modern relativist
God and Jesus, ASCM is critical, ecumenical
worldview goes back to Plato’s dialogue
and open in its thinking, placing itself in
Protagoras, where the sophist tells Socrates
between rival intolerances of the secular
that ‘man is the measure of all things’,
world and the traditional church. It could be
meaning that truth is a function of perception
argued that ASCM tries to follow Christ in this
not of reality. The dominant Aristotelian idea
approach, in the sense that when Jesus called
of western logic, the principle that
us to love our enemies and place the
a statement cannot be both true
PostPost-modernism
last first, he was demanding that we
and false, is based on Socrates
respect the richness of human
lives with
refutal
of
Protagoras.
diversity and the various paths
Postmodernism counters Aristotle
contradiction
and
people take. Could it be that real
with the claim that a statement
ambiguity
love for enemies requires respect for
can be true for me and false for
their ideas?
you, with no valid objectivity able
The dominant worldview of the mid-20th
to judge between us. The post-modern
century, ‘modernism’, tended to see things in
approach emerges especially in recent ideas
absolute terms, thinking it had all the answers
about respect, tolerance and cultural
in areas like science, economic progress and
sensitivity, for example with suggestions that
cultural values. As a result, modernism
Islam, Christianity or Buddhism may validly be
sometimes failed to listen to different views
seen as true for some and not for others.
(eg. race, class, gender), resulting in
Postmodernism is especially important in
prejudice. By contrast, the post-modern
dealing with the mythic dimension of religion.
perspective is not sure of the way forward,
A relativist approach makes it possible to
having seen that claims to objectivity are
disagree with the literal truth of traditional
often false. Rather than asserting an absolute
beliefs, for example the virgin birth, the
truth, postmodernism lives with contradiction
physical resurrection of Christ, or claims about
and ambiguity, accepting that something valid
redemption and heaven, while respecting
for me may not be true for you. Among French
them as cultural formations with a depth and
thinkers such as Jacques Derrida, postcomplexity of meaning beyond their factual
modern attitudes produced the view that truth
status, a different form of truth.
is relative to our situation and objectivity is
At the end of the day, the trouble with
impossible. In a similar vein, philosopher
postmodernism is its logical incoherence.
Richard Rorty suggested that it is simply
Aristotle was right that a statement cannot
impossible to say that logic can provide
ultimately be both true and false. However, as
foundations for systematic thought.
finite fallible humans we are not able to judge
Derrida and Rorty build on the sceptical
ultimate truth. Who are we to claim to be
method of the western liberal tradition as
coherent?
Perhaps
the
value
of
developed in Mill, Descartes and Hume, and
postmodernism is in its return to a humble
on the tradition of the separation of church
human perspective for thinking, against the
and state, which denies the right of an
modern arrogance that assumes it can read
absolutist religious mentality to impose its
the mind of God.
views on others. A modern Australian reading
of these ideas may be found in ANU academic
Robert Tulip works for AusAid in Canberra.
Dr Winifred Wing Han Lamb’s book Living
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REVIEWS
FILM

Garden State
Written, directed & starring Zach Braff
Reviewed by Marianne Hicks

“ 'Cause my mom
always says that,
when she can see
I'm, like, working
something out in
my head. She's like
'You're in it
it right
now'. And I'm
looking at you and
you're definitely in
it right now.”

Garden State is the story of Andrew
Largeman (Zach Braff, the ever-lovable
JD from the TV series "Scrubs") who
returns from his unfulfilling but
moderately successful TV acting career
to his hometown for his mother's
funeral. Andrew has spent his life on
lithium and counselled by his psychiatrist
father, who has ensured that Andrew has
remained deadened and distant. Andrew, at
26, has to confront his past, see his old
friends, and work out who he is. He's spent
a decade away, and during that time he
seems to have remained numb. Andrew's
friends are also trying to figure out who they
are. This is not, however, some coming-ofage angsty teen movie (although Braff is
gorgeous). Andrew and his mates have
discovered that life is not
the glittering, shimmering
prize
that
they
had
imagined as kids. All of
them
are
somewhat
disillusioned and cynical,
even his friend Jesse
(Armando
Riesco)
who
made millions inventing
"silent Velcro" and lives in a
mansion. The mediocrity
and boredom result in a
lifestyle of drugs and
teenaged
girls
that
ultimately leave all of the
guys feeling empty. They are
all between childhood and
irresponsibility, and maturity
and self-fulfilment. The best
thing Andrew discovers in his hometown is
Sam (Natalie Portman), a quirky compulsive
liar who refuses to accept his numbed-out
existence. Sam challenges Andrew to find
the his own uniqueness, to do and be the

one thing and person that noone else ever has been
throughout all of history, and
that no-one else can ever be
again.

The film is beautifully shot, the
lushness and comfort of New
Jersey is beautifully contrasted
with the harsh landscape of a
building site that is the
emotional climax of the film.
The music in this film is another
joy, with the diverse talents of
music by Simon & Garfunkel, Lionel Richie,
The Thievery Corporation, The Shins and
Zero 7. The rich sound-scape is just that. It
blends and defines without interrupting. It
also draws you in to the melancholy that
underlines the characters.
Throughout Garden State moments of
darkness segue into moments of fun, joy
and love. As Andrew explores who he is, and
how he can accept his past, he begins to
imagine a future that is
worth feeling in. Andrew's
difficult relationship with his
father, who holds on to
some imagined golden past
where the family was
'happy', is beautifully told.
Sam's family, unusual,
involved
and
loving,
contrasts starkly.
I loved this film. We all have
moments where we feel
numb, self-contained and
yet not satisfied. The
mediocrity of our lives
seems overwhelming. How
can we possibly make a
difference? While Andrew's
epiphany is in the usual
Hollywood genre of self-fulfilment through
romantic love, there are elements that
speak beyond the clichés. Andrew makes an
effort to understand the nature of family, of
being ok with not being a 'happy family', and
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instead being real
with those we are
related to. Sam's
family challenges the
nature of charity, and
also of what happens
when you become distracted by other things
in life. Andrew's life allowed me to rethink
what absence means, and what it is to leave
and return. Do we travel to escape
ourselves, even if we couch it in terms of
"living out our dreams"? The depth of
emotion inside Andrew, bubbling so
furiously under the surface, felt real for me.

He explores who he is without the stabilising
and confining effects of lithium in what
seems to be a naturalistic and gentle
manner. Andrew's friends seem real and
flawed. While the last five minutes could
have well down with a re-think, overall I liked
the flow and movement of this film. Andrew
is "in it", working out what life means, what
love means and where he fits into the
continuum of human
existence.
Marianne Hicks is
completing a PhD in
history at UWA.

BOOK

Excitingly, Murray outlines a model of
church planting via social action, asserting

Church Planting: Laying
Foundations
Stuart Murray (Herald Press, 2001: RRP
$43)
Reviewed by Nathan Hobby

A theological framework for planting
churches written by a Mennonite? What
possible relevance could this book hold for
the Australian Student Christian Movement?
More than you might think.
Stuart Murray evaluates the motivations and
models of church planting with reference to
the wider work of God in the world. His
evaluation draws somewhat on the
scriptures and heavily on systematic
theology considerations about missiology
and ecclesiology and the cultural and
sociological context of the church in twentyfirst century Western society. In doing this,
he draws heavily on the work of postliberal
missiologist Lesslie Newbigin, whose work
and influence on SCM was significant for
decades up until his death in 1997. The
gospel in a pluralist society, perhaps
Newbigin’s most famous work, provides a
stimulating agenda for the church to engage
the postmodern mindset. Newbigin and
Murray argue that the gospel must be
embodied by the faith community,
transforming and speaking to the cultural
context the church finds itself in:
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church growth and social action are often
assumed to be incompatible, but this may be a
misinterpration of the evidence. Kirk Hadaway...
concludes: “social activism per se does not lead
churches to decline.
Instead it is the
constellation of other characteristics typical of
the white, social-activist church which leads to
decline.
If white congregrations could
disassociate social activism from its theologically
liberal, non-evangelistic, upper-class, intellectual
connotations, the negative relationship probably
would not exist.” (p. 242)

The experience of CEBs in South America
and Sojourners community in Washington
support this idea - both growing, both
socially active and neither theologically
liberal. Those of us in the liberal tradition
may be affronted by this analysis - but don’t
worry, Murray’s harshest and most
persistent criticism is saved for those in the
evangelical tradition who tend to be doing
church planting in the West.
One of Murray’s main concerns is that
mainline churches and older denominations
have been too concerned for too long with
maintenance rather than mission.
His
Anabaptist convictions begin to emerge as
he analyses the connection to the
Constantinian heritage of the church:
As a powerless minority of resident aliens in a
culture that no longer accords Christianity
special treatment, the church is freed to live and
witness in new ways. … Set free from the
conceit that it should be involved in everything,
running everything, influencing everything, it can
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conentrate on its primary calling to participate in
missio Dei, incarnating the good news of the
kingdom of God. (172)

I was frustrated by the lengthy
consideration of so many models, and
attention to every perspective. I was hoping
for a work which drew on Anabaptist
ecclesiology, paying more attention to things
like the practice of the common meal and
the community of goods;
ethical
discernment by the congregration; and the
right of everyone in the congregration to say
something as the spirit leads. However,
Murray does comment on these practices:
A radical commitment to the priesthood of all
believers which breaks the interpretative
monopoly of the preacher, will be needed to
undergird such communities. They will develop
the art of congregational hermeneutics and the
discipline of communal reflection. (168)

What I see as a detraction is, of course, a
great benefit to the majority of people who
will be coming at this from traditions other
than Anabaptism. One thing the present
generation of Anabaptist theologians seem
very concerned with is to be taken seriously
by the mainstream. The late John Yoder set
the tone - engaging with other traditions on
their own territory, taking their practices and
thinking seriously and then, finally, quietly
offering the Anabaptist perspective. A good
approach in a world where ‘sectarian’ is a
dirty word.
Nathan Hobby is involved with the Perth
Anabaptist Fellowship and his first novel,
The Fur, was published in 2004.

EVENTS
STUDENT EMPOWERMENT FOR
TRANSFORMATION (SET)

control 80% of its resources leaving the
poorest 20% with 1.3% of the resources.
While I’ve heard similar facts before I’ve
rarely encountered them
within a context of
transformation that calls
us to be instruments of
peace and justice and do
all we can to alleviate this
suffering and exploitation.

With the theme of
Alternative Education, the
2004
Student
Empowerment
for
Transformation program
examined the issue of
education
from
the
perspectives of peace and
One of the primary
justice.
With
our
objectives of SET was to
education
systems
Tim (2nd right) with his Muslim hosts.
examine the values of our
increasingly becoming an
current education systems
instrument of the global market economy
and to seek an alternative education
one can spend three years studying for an
paradigm that would lead to a more
arts degree and rarely if ever encounter the
humane, just and equitable social,
issue of globalisation from the perspective
economic and political order. Hence we left
of peace and justice. During the keynote
our accommodation venue on the second
address our resource person, Max Ediger,
day to complete the first of our exposure
encouraged us to examine globalisation
experiences. We stayed with a Muslim
from the perspective of the poor and
community in Jakarta for a night to learn
marginalised. He presented us with a series
about the conditions and hardships that
of slides outlining the outrageous
they face and to show our solidarity for their
inequalities that exist between the
struggle for justice and peace as they
developed and underdeveloped world. For
attempt to heal the wounds caused by the
example, 20% of the world’s population
gross abuses they faced at the hands of the
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Indonesian Government. We were welcomed
to the community amidst much laughter,
hospitality and curiosity. After the
introductions and a shared lunch we
gathered with some of the community
members to hear their experiences.
Throughout our stay I was humbled by the
incredible generosity of a community who
gave so willingly despite the little that they
had. The insights of this exposure, together
with the bible studies and other activities
that followed, gave us a direct encounter
with alternative education and highlighted
the valuable role it plays in bringing about
both personal and social transformation.
As a result of SET I’ve had a conversion
experience in many ways as I think about
the issues of globalisation and poverty that
we encountered during the program. I was
challenged to re-examine my lifestyle to
consider the impact it has on people in

WORLD STUDENT CHRISTIAN
FEDERATION 33RD GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Chiang Mai, Thailand, Aug 4-15. Over 150
attendees from approx. 70 countries.

other parts of the world and have chosen to
make some simple changes, such as giving
up using the clothes dryer, so that our
misappropriation of the world’s resources
can be mitigated. As a regional program SET
has been an invaluable experience, which
has empowered students from all over the
Asia Pacific to make a difference in their
communities and the world.
Tim Ngui is studying at Uni of Sydney and
was sponsored by ASCM to attend SET.
ASCM sends students every year to a variety
of Asia-Pacific regional events and courses
designed to provide experiences and
understanding of issues of justice and
peace. If you are interested in participating
in programs of this nature, please contact
your local SCM branch or the national
coordinator.

FEDERATION IS NOT DEAD!”
This mood continued as stories from the
local movements emerged. Inspiration came
from programs such as the solidarity
immersion projects of university students
into farming in the Philippines and
theological publications emerging from the
2003 Mexican Conference on “Bible,
Theology, and Globalisation”.

The theme of the assembly was, “Talitha
Cum! Arising to Life in Abundance”. Wong
Wai Ching, former WSCF Chairperson, gave
the keynote address to the opening of the
GA, challenging students to arise to life
Michael Wallace (New Zealand) was
themselves. Attendees kept challenging
appointed as the new Co-Secretary General
themselves: “How are we relevant to the life
of the Federation. Officers elected were Ken
of students? How do we address the effects
Guest (USA), Chair; Udan Fernando (Sri
of globalisation? How will we survive the
Lanka), Vice-Chair; and Youhanna Kamal
ecumenical financial crisis? Is the
(Egypt),
Treasurer.
In
a
powerful
Federation dying?” After the first few
demonstration, the women of the assembly
mornings of self-analysis
surrounded
the
and comparing the WSCF
delegates to mark the
to the little girl whom
absence of a female
Jesus must raise from the
nominee for the officers’
dead, a student made his
positions
from
the
way to the microphone
Search Committee. The
and exclaimed, “As a
assembly
voted
newcomer, after hearing
unanimously to leave
about all the great work
the second vice-Chair
that is being done, I have
position
open, to be
nd
Bronwyn (2 left) with Glenda Rocas
to
tell
you,
THE
filled by a woman.
(Philippines) Wang Yock Leng (AP Regional
Women’s Coordinator) Michael Perkins (New
Zealand) and Nina Nayoan (Indonesia)
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Other highlights included the first affiliation
of movements from the Middle East Region;
the association of an SCM from the world’s
youngest country, East Timor; and a
resolution calling for the immediate
withdrawal of the military troops in Iraq. This
resolution affirms that national sovereignty
includes the right to determine the means
for reconstruction and calls for the
governments of occupying troops to pay
reparations in the amount equal to military
spending for the war to date.
Terry Yasuko Ogawa is a WSCF Executive
Committee outgoing member from the USA,
currently completing her degree in Michigan.
I think during the course of the GA I felt
every emotion that exists, and if I didn’t feel
it I saw it in the face of others. Being
Australian means we are part of the Asia
Pacific Region (AP), but I still felt links with
the Europe Region from their use of unbroken English, curves and appreciation of
chocolate. My personal journey of selfidentification has been very much
influenced by this experience of cultural
diversity. Where do I fit, or want to fit?

The AP is a very active Region within the
WSCF and we could very proudly talk of our
Women’s Programs, School for Ecumenical
Leadership
Formation
and
Student
Empowerment for Transformation. The loss
of our major sponsor had dampened the
spirits of the outgoing Executive Committee
with a sense of being ‘dead’, but the grass
roots activities of the SCMs around the
world lifted the feeling of the meeting went
from defeat to excitement. This was an in
incredible lesson in ‘group think’ and
leadership. How do I portray ASCM and how
does this affect our members?
There were also many connections across
our small world that I hope to one day follow
up. How we form a global family is amazing,
not just through beliefs and values, but
places, names and faces. How do I connect
to the globe, what can I do for my brothers
and sisters?
I left Thailand with many questions for
myself, wonderment at our world and a
feeling of the WSCF family. WSCF GA was a
unique experience that will stay with me
forever, shaping me and my faith journey.
Bronwyn Hatwell lives in Perth and is
ASCM National Coordinator.

At the Exec meetings in January, Rachael Palmer stepped down after five years as ASCM
national treasurer. She comments on her involvement:
During my time as National Treasurer the ASCM has changed a lot, and hopefully for the better!
I have enjoyed being part of this fantastic organisation, but it is time for me to move on. While I
have been Treasurer we have simplified how we operate, changed our incorporation status,
and renewed our fiscal principles. All of these have been important to the ongoing sustainability
of the ASCM. Financially, the movement is in a good position. The generous donations from our
Friends cover our day-to-day operating expenses, and we can draw on our savings for purposes
and events that we believe will contribute to our growth. The Endowment Association is also in
a healthy condition, with a team of dedicated Trustees overseeing it.
The ASCM has been an important part of my life, and will I’m sure it will continue to be so. I
have grown a lot personally, and being Treasurer has taught me valuable lessons about
running organisations. I am grateful that I have had this opportunity to contribute my gifts to
the movement, and also to be developed by the movement.
The ASCM thanks Rachael for her tireless efforts in managing the
finances through
through some difficult times.
And what will she be doing now?
The first thing I'm going to do on my retirement is go for a long motorbike ride, and the second
is to read a fantasy novel - something I haven't had time to do for far too long. Then I'm sure I'll
settle into being an interfering old Friend with far too much time on her hands!
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NEWS FROM THE MOVEMENT
From ACT:
2004 was quieter than in previous years,
owing to increased study pressures.
Lunchtime meetings continued on campus
at ANU and, as decided earlier in the year,
these meetings have generally been an
opportunity for members to get to know one
another and ‘catch-up’. In July, a
Friends/Students meeting was held at Peter
Bailey’s house at which Professor Bob
Douglas and Dr Richard Eckersley spoke.
About a dozen of us heard of the exciting
program for Australia 21 that they are
involved in, and more generally about the
problems standing in the way of a life of
happiness, with a focus on the importance
of
establishing
and
maintaining
relationships, particularly among students
at tertiary level where study and work tend
to crowd out so much else.
A Branch Weekend Conference was held
early in Semester 2, again at Peter’s coast
house. Five student members attended –
including Anastasia Dalziel, recently
returned from Oxford. Heather Thomson,
SCM Friend and theologian, shared with us
‘stories from Africa’ arising from her
From WA:
WA:
UWA SCM are powering along, having been
recognised by Guild late in 2004, and had
lunchtime meetings shared with invited
guests and SCM Friends. Enthusiasm is also
generating for groups at ECU and Curtin with
new students keen to join SCM and become
part of movement building…and Chaplains
too are saying YAY!
Shared Space discussed how young adults
fit into church cultures, and met to create
animated reflections for World Student Day
of Prayer, held at Trinity Uniting Church.
SCMers & Friends contributed prayers,
songs and animations. Friends & SCMers
have participated in the Noah’s Ark Refugee
Project, Taize Worship, Bush Services with
Rev. Anna Killigrew & Interfaith Prayers.
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experiences there (in early 2004) while
teaching feminist theology. It was an
excellent opportunity to engage together in
some ‘contextual theology’ and overall, the
weekend was both a relaxing and an
enriching experience.
To mark the World Day of Prayer for
Students
we
joined
the
morning
congregation on 15 August at St Margaret’s,
Hackett, where Ruth is assisting. Raymond
Canning, of Australian Catholic UniversitySignadou, spoke inspirationally on the
importance of symbols – especially in terms
of living community. Some of our students
participated.
December marks the end of Ruth’s official
involvement as Development Worker with
the ANU branch, although she will continue
her interest in the SCM as a Friend. Ruth
has done a fantastic job over four years
building a sense of community within ANU
SCM and a fruitful relationship with the ANU
community, particularly the Chaplaincy, over
the past three years. We will miss her, and
we wish her all the best as she and Tony
expect their baby in February.

Mpho Mere, who has now returned home to
Botswana, prepared workshops following
her attendance at the Mary Mary feminist
theology conference, a useful resources as
our active WA SCMers are all women at the
moment.
Inspired by UK SCM, the Visible Language
project is set to launch on WA campuses in
2005. It links groups involved in justice,
ecumenism, environmental issues etc using
art as a medium for petitions of words. This
will
hopefully
facilitate
inclusive
participation beyond SCM.
Area Council continues to meet and
provides invaluable support to our staff
worker, Anne Fitzpatrick.
Please send snippets of news that you would like to
share relating to yourself, your branch, or other
SCMers to jg.at.ascm.org.au
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From Queensberry Street
Community House, Vic:
Sometime in February 2000, when the
community was expanding to include a third
terrace house in our row and had five empty
rooms to fill:

“Hello?...Yes, this is the Queensberry St
Community.”
“You’re interested in one of the rooms
advertised? Wonderful. Can I take your
name and number to start with?”
“And what course are you doing?
Engineering. Just let me write that down….”
“Now let me tell you a bit about how our
community works. We’re a self-ordered,
intentional community of students, ranging
from undergraduate level upwards. The
basic aims of the community are to provide
a welcoming and safe space, to accept and
celebrate a diversity of people into the
community, to live in an environmentally
responsible way, and to treat everyone in
the community with care, compassion and
respect. I’ll just ask you a few questions…
“Are you vegetarian?”
“Would you be into shared house values,
making decisions together, sharing a kitty
for groceries money and sharing cooking?
Excellent. Do you have any questions?”
“We do our shopping at the Queen Victoria
Market. It’s about five minutes away by
tram. Yes, yes, only a 15-minute walk to
Melbourne Uni. Exactly seven minutes by
bicycle…”
“The chicken? Yes, Mathilda is our pet
chicken. She’s very frien…”
“Oh. You’re allergic to chickens. Um… I’m
afraid she’s non negotiable. Mathilda is an
integral part of our community…”
“Yes, that’s OK, I understand. Thankyou for
calling. Bye Bye.”
I wonder what she would have thought of
our other unorthodox inhabitants. We once
received a letter addressed to “Kate, Katie,
Kerensa, Will, Derryn, Peter, Kat, El, Sui,

From Qld:
SCM had a quiet second semester in
Queensland. The ACU campus group met for
some informal discussion times, and a group
of SCMers met to discuss ways to become
active at UQ and/or QUT. Speakers have
been arranged for first semester 2005 on a
number of topics – check campus notice
boards for posters with details.
Eggman, Grommit, Eggman’s friend, Adolf,
frog, the bathroom monsters, Billa and
friends, oh, and the scarecrow, and cat and
Mustafa”. Grommit is a puppet, Billa is a
bilby, and bathroom monsters are some
kind of hybrid between a daddy longlegs and
a millipede. I don’t remember who Adolf
and Mustafa were … we’ve also recently
been invaded by mutant mosquitos.
In retrospect, I think our initial telephone
interview process for prospective new
members may have been a tad intimidating.
For those that weren’t scared off already,
there was more to come. Several questions
cropped up consistently during interviews:
“Why is the rent so cheap?”
“Ah. We operate under the auspices of
Hotham Uniting church … they own the
houses, and subsidise the rent.”
“Oh. So do I have to be a Christian to live
here? Do they make you go to church?”
“No, no, nothing like that. Half the people
living here already don’t identify as
Christian. We consider our values and the
way we live more important than the label
we use to describe them. We do, however,
have a loose connection to the Student
Christian Movement. There is no pressure
to be involved, but on occasion the lounge
room gets invaded by a friendly meeting or
poster drawing workshop.”
Prior to the review in 2000, Queensberry St
had operated specifically as an SCM
community, housing most of the local
movement. Between 1996 and the present,
roughly 35 people have passed through the
houses as residents, many of whom have
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been connected with the SCM. I know of
several cases (myself included) of people
who moved into the houses without any
prior awareness of the SCM, and within a
year become well and truly ensconced
within the movement. (No, we’re not a cult!).
The community is also home to a multitude
of honorary members, scattered throughout
Australia and the world. Travellers are
always welcome, and on many delightful
occasions we have been invaded by an SCM
or Quaker convoy. If you’ve ever visited us,
no doubt you’ve been subjected to the
‘Matthew Hallis Modified Magical Word
Game’ (for further information, including
rules of the game, please contact
melbscm@yahoo.com.au ). Dhal nights are
also a community institution. Every second
Friday of the month SCMers, Quakers,
enviro folk, circus crew, and friendly faces
gather at Queensberry Street for the
communal consumption of lentils and rice.
From their humble beginnings in 2002,
when we were lucky to convince one extra
guest to come for dinner, Dhal night has
become the place to be of a Friday evening.
No more inventing recipes for left over dhal
night after night (Yay! No more Dhal
pancakes!).
We’ve had quite a few interesting kitchen
adventures, come to think of it. One year
we were given a mysterious packet of dried
From students & friends:
Sue Parks,
Parks an ex- U of Sydney SCMer of the
1970s, has been appointed Conference
Manager for the 2008 Lambeth Conference
– the meeting of the Anglican bishops and
spouses from all over the Communion. Sue
has lived in London for the last 20 years.
We record the deaths of ASCM friends Joan
Coates,
Coates Geoff Barnes, Betty Hotchin and
David Evans.
Evans We join with SCM Friends in
giving thanks for their lives, particularly for
their contributions to the SCM. The
Movement extends its sympathy to their
friends and families.
Joan Glazebrook Coates,
Coates nee CourtneyCourtneyPratt,
Pratt died 21 January 2005, aged 87. Joan
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blue corn kernels, and discovered that blue
corn has traditionally been used for
popping. We planted the seed and turned
the backyard into a blue popcorn cultivating
plot. Six months later we reaped our
harvest and started experimenting. We
fried, microwaved, and boiled it but alas
never got it to pop. Cobs of iridescent blue
corn still decorate the doorways, though.
Well, at least until tomorrow. Sunday the
30th of January 2005 marks the end of an
era for the community. Queensberry St is in
a state of disrepair. Chunks of plaster have
been falling from the ceiling for at least four
years, and the crack in the kitchen has
widened considerably. But do not fear! We
will survive! Residents are simply relocating
for three months while the houses are
renovated. Queensberry St has had an
almost complete turnover of members in the
last five years, so it is also time for a new
envisioning of the community. Stay tuned
for the new, ever improving, Queensberry St
Community!
P.S. Tips on interview technique will be
warmly welcomed.
Kerensa McElroy,
McElroy with the invaluable
assistance of Kate Barnard,
Barnard Anna Wilkinson,
Wilkinson
and Claire Vincent.
Vincent

was the widow of Tom Coates, National
Chairman of the ASCM in the 1950's. Both
were active in the pre-war SCM of the '30's
Rev Dr Geoffrey Leon Barnes died 27
January 2005 in Sydney. Geoff became
involved with the ASCM at Uni of Melbourne
in the late 1940s. He studied for the
Congregational Ministry, later marrying a
fellow SCMer Nan Matear. After some years
in ministry in Melbourne, the family moved
to NSW, where they have since resided.
Geoff played a leading role within the
Congregational Union of Australia and as
one of its representatives in the
negotiations of the Joint Committee
planning for the foundation of the Uniting
Church.
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Frances
Elizabeth
Hotchin – Betty or
Hotch to her friends –
was born on 23
October
1913
at
Camberwell,
and
attended Fintona Girls'
School,
Melbourne,
where she had her first
association with the
ASCM. This was followed by Bible studies as a
student at Emily McPherson College. Betty
helped cater for SCM weekends at the SCM’s
Chum Creek campsite and there met
members of the University of Melbourne
Branch. After her first conference, at Ballarat
in 1934, she became a member. At her first
National Conference (Mittagong, 1939) the
news came that Chum Creek was destroyed in
a bushfire. She was later involved in its
rebuilding.
Conferences were a rich experience of interdenominational contacts, exposure to SCM
leaders (“heavies”), Bible study, tutorials,
singing, and silence periods. In the 30s and
40s, Betty helped in running a flourishing
Schools SCM, with rallies, holiday camps, and
a valuable introduction to tertiary SCM. She
was secretary of Victorian State Council for 10
years. Her involvement and support of SCM
continued throughout her life, in Senior
Branch, at conferences, in support for the
writing of the history, and financially.

David Gordon Evans,
Evans 17th October 1928 ~
6th January 2005

Betty’s life in the Methodist and Uniting
Churches was important to her, with her keen
interest in worship and hymns. She taught
Domestic Science in several schools and after
obtaining her B.A. at Melbourne as a mature
age student taught Geography, passing on her
love for the Environment to her students. After
retirement she lived at Kallista in the
Dandenong Ranges, producing several
publications on the local churches, history and
environment.

David consolidated his university career,
assuming the headship of the Chemical
Engineering Department. Mid-career, he made
a dramatic change and moved into the
academic field of planning and environment.
It was here that his concern for 'the
stewardship of God's creation', evidenced
from his earliest student days, melded with
the mature experience of decades of
intellectual rigour. Here too, his kindliness
and wise counsel came to
the aid of the overseas
graduate students whom
he supervised. His last act
before leaving for hospital
was to e-mail those whom
he was advising.
Jim Martin

Betty inspired others by her
commitment, enthusiasm and
loyalty, providing a strong,
caring female role model. She
died on 21 October 2004, two
days before her 91st birthday.

David made an outstanding contribution to
the University SCM, the Engineering
profession, his Church and in more recent
times, the environment and planning of
Melbourne. He began his Engineering Course
in Melbourne in 1947. His textbook How to
Write a Better Thesis has won international
acclaim. In the heady days of the post-war
university, the SCM was probably the largest
club in all our universities and David relished
its intellectual and theological challenges.
However, on a lighter side, no SCM National or
Victorian Conference was complete without its
Daily-Evans-Bayly limerick at every meal!
David achieved a strong academic record,
while maintaining active membership of the
ASCM, but also in the Engineering Students'
Society and the University Science Club.
David's career began with Brown Coal
Engineering’s programme to adapt the
German Lurgi process for the gasification of
Latrobe Valley brown coal in began in, but
before continuing with this research, he spent
two years in Bahrain, familiarising himself with
the petrochemical industry. After returning to
Australia, David married fellow SCMer, Louise
Davies. They settled in Ringwood where David
committed himself to St Paul's Anglican
Church. Later, he and Louise adopted two
girls, Gabrielle and Katherine.

Noelleen Ward
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Barrie Baker makes an excellent distinction
between shame & guilt (JG Spring 04),
where he notes that shame is about things
that embarrass me, where guilt is about
things that I have done wrong.
Catastrophes and disasters raise questions
of guilt. How many parents confronted with
the tragic loss of a child have said ‘what
have I done wrong? I have always tried to
live a good life. Why is God punishing me?
What did I do to deserve this?’. Voices
responding to the tsunami have also been
heard asking these sorts of questions. An
appropriate response in tragic situations is
the subject of another study, but we need to
extrapolate from the hard times of the
individual to the hard times of a nation or
people, and notice that it is in hard times
that we question whether we have guilt.
This is not new. The biblical history of the
Jewish chosen people is a story of a people
repeatedly falling away from good times and
suffering oppression and punishment: 400
years in slavery in Egypt, starvation,
plagues, oppression and open conflict in the
desert, eighty years slavery in Babylon, and
the Roman occupation of Palestine. Out of
these dark times came turning points of
change.
The realisation of guilt leads to repentance,
a word that needs revisiting, developing and
refining in our present setting. In our civil

courts the legal system has changed from
summary jurisdiction to rehabilitation where
sincere signs of remorse are evident. This
reality check happens to the accused when
they are confronted with the realisation of
the consequences of their actions. Our
Creator realises this tendency in human
nature and in His wisdom brings us to our
senses using hard times, generally natural
phenomena. For example, as a farmer I am
keenly aware that annual rainfall in
southern Australia has dropped by 20%
since 1980. On some present predictions
Sydney dams will be completely empty by
2006 and Perth and Adelaide will follow 6
months later. I anticipate that guilt levels
will rise as people are impacted first with
lifestyle restrictions through lack of water,
then possibly physical thirst and hunger if
the dry continues. Look to the Exodus to see
how the scenario develops. Human
ingenuity attempts to overcome the
problem, while others turn to superstitions,
rain dances etc. In suffering some reject
God entirely, and others turn to God. Only
when people confront the message of
Scripture will they be motivated to change,
and guilt is an important motivator in this
movement.
John Hicks, Donnybrook WA
If you missed Barrie’s article in the Spring
issue of JG, check it out on-line at
http://www.ascm.org.au/jgOnline

Do you have a comment to make about anything you have read in Jubilee Grapevine? We would love to
hear from you! Please address letters to jg.at.ascm.org.au or The JG Editor, 128 Westminster Street, East
Vic Park WA 6101. Letters are printed at the editor’s discretion and may be edited for length or clarity.

FROM THE EDITOR
Prior to Christmas, I wrestled in my journal
with my mixed responses to ‘the festive
season’. How I could possibly hold together
the tension of the Christmas declarations of
peace presence and purpose with the
apparently self-destructing world around
me? Advent sat much better with me, I
realised, because it captures the way I feel
we live all the time. Advent is about
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promises, hope, possibilities, comings,
mystery, hidden changes, and a tremendous
in between. Christmas is about arrival;
Advent is about journeying in a hidden, dark,
unexpected and indefinable reality. Maybe
something is growing, but it’s hard to tell.
Maybe there is hope, but it’s elusive. Advent
is the season of hanging on by my teeth to
something I can’t see but hope against the

Summer 2005
evidence will turn out to be true: the poor
lifted, the chains broken, the blind able to
see. Christmas comes and goes, but I go on
living in ‘Advent’, in between, living the
tension of the ‘already’ of the promises,
inspirational works for peace & justice, and
experiences of joy & wholeness, together
with the ‘not yet’ of how far present reality
falls short of the visions and hopes of the
Reign of God illustrated through Scriptures.
The more I spent time working on this issue
of JG, the more areas of my life I identified
as being ‘in between’. I feel in between tuckyour-shirt-in white-picket-fence Christianity
and tree-hugging free-loving hippy activist
worlds, in between church cultures for
‘youth’ and those for ‘adults’ (read: couples
creating Sunday-school attendees), in
between stepping away from the church I
grew up in and reconnecting with another
worshipping community, and in between
being a professional in my field and also a
student. The idea of ‘my field’ raises
another ‘between’, as I am unsure if this
(currently history) is where I really want to
work long term, and feel somewhere
midway through a process of discerning
options for other paths. Much of this issue
was put together on Australia Day, and I
watched fireworks from our front porch
aware that I was somewhere between loving
and loathing our country – loving my
freedoms and the land itself, while loathing
the political climate, fear-based nationalism
and individualistic culture of prosperity.
This state of between-ness doesn’t seem to
be a passing phase for me. I can’t think of a
time when I have not been living in between
at multiple levels. (I suspect it’s not just me,
but perhaps I just need to be alive a bit
longer and I will reach that illusive state!)

Liminal space is apparently the natural
habitat of human beings.
Editing this issue, I discovered something
new (for me) about liminality. My spell check
doesn’t accept the word, so I chased it
through my Macquarie dictionary to see if I
could somehow eradicate the squiggly red
error underlines. Liminal, the dictionary told
me, is a derivative of ‘limen’, meaning
threshold. In psychological and physiological
usage it refers to ‘the point at which a
stimulus becomes perceptible or is of
sufficient intensity to produce an effect’; in
the thesaurus the concept was listed
together with synonyms for ‘beginning’. In
other words, ‘liminal’ is not an eternal in
between, it’s a place of transformation and
change, moving through a doorway from one
state to another. I had understood liminality
previously as a sort of eternal existence
between the walls, like the narrow back
passage ways constructed in grand houses
to allow servants access without allowing
them to intrude into public spaces. I had
equated liminal with limbo. Back to the
dictionary again: limbo derives from the
Latin ‘limbus’, border’ and relates means ‘a
supposed region on the border of hell or
heaven; a place to which persons or things
are regarded as being relegated when cast
aside, forgotten, past, or out of date’,
synonymous with ‘purgatory’ ‘prison’ or
‘pain’. Limbo is an appropriate word to refer
to refugees seeking asylum in Australia, and
is a space I believe no-one should be forced
into. Liminal is a place of opportunity and
growth. It is an Advent time, preparing for
change that may well transform us. It’s
where I exist, and I think perhaps its where
anyone seeking to follow Christ will be
Clare Schulz

Jubilee Grapevine
In the year of Jubilee, the grapevines will grow wild and the land will rest and rejuvenate. The
slaves will be freed, the poor will be returned to their land, and everyone will have enough.
Jesus announced himself sent to proclaim good news to the afflicted, sight for the blind, freedom for
captives and a year of favour – a Jubilee – from the Lord, and declared: I am the vine; you are the
branches.
(Leviticus 25, Luke 4:16-30, John 15:1-17)
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The next edition of Jubilee Grapevine will explore Belief, Believing and Believers. We would love to include your
thoughts, articles, poetry, artwork, photography, or random ramblings around this topic. To get you reflecting:


We want to hear what you believe in, and why. Why are you a Christian/ Baha’i/ Muslim/ Atheist/ Spirituality Without
Label/ Social Activist/ Mystic? If you have been a Christian for a while, why are you STILL a Christian? What flavour of
Christianity do you associate with and what has been your journey to getting there? If you no longer identify with
Christianity, why are you not a Christian anymore? Are these ‘belief labels’ helpful or a hindrance?

You do not need to write a whole article in answer to the above questions! Please send anything from a paragraph to
1200 words– the more voices we can include, the better.


What is the difference between faith and belief? (Is there one?) What about between belief and knowledge?



What makes someone or something believable? What is the influence (positive or negative) of the perceived believability
of public figures? Why don’t public lies seem to discredit believability anymore?



How do you live with the tension between your articulated belief system and the actual subconscious belief patterns that
shape the way you operate? (Eg Believing in a God of utter grace but living out of guilt trying to make God happy)



When is knowledge not enough? How do we convince ourselves of the things we know but don’t live as if we believe?
(Eg. knowing about global warming & rising sea levels but not believing it day to day when its out of sight)



What are we evangelists of, whether consciously or unconsciously? Do we have a right – even a responsibility – to
change someone else’s belief system? What if their belief system is harming us (eg. homophobia)?



Are written creeds important unifying public statements of shared belief, or pledges of allegiance to an institution?



In working for a better world, what is the importance of believing in unseen possibilities, dreams and promises?

Mayy. Please let Clare know earlier if you intend to submit a contribution.
All submissions need to be received by Friday 20th Ma
Submissions not related to the theme will also be considered for inclusion. You do not need to be an SCMer to contribute.
Belief is not what makes it possible for us to settle down complacent
complacent in our goodness, certain that
if we keep the rules we will have life without having to live it… As if belief were some kind of
insurance policy against life. On the contrary. Joan Chittister – ‘In Search of Belief’p.15.

ASCM CONTACTS
National Coordinator
Tasmania
Bronwyn Hatwell
Rachel Anderson
natcoord.at.ascm.org.au
Rachel.Anderson.at.utas.edu.au
0438717886
Australian Capital Territory
5/539 Main Road Montrose TAS 7010
Ruth Dunnicliff-Hagan
(02) 6254-1885
Western Australia
affetuoso.at.goldweb.com.au
Anne Fitzpatrick
c/- St Margaret's Anglican Church
Queensland
58 Tyrell St, Nedlands WA 6009
Georgia Cassidy: (07) 3369 7953
Phone: 08 9386 1083
Chris Jeffery & James Macdonald:
Email:
wa.at.ascm.org.au
qld.acu.at.ascm.org.au
Jubilee Grapevine
New South Wales
Victoria
128 Westminster St
Tim Ngui
Claire Vincent
East Victoria Park WA 6101
0425226862
(03) 9388 9082
jg.at.ascm.org.au
timn.at.student.usyd.edu.au
clairelvincent.at.yahoo.com
The ASCM does not currently have active branches in South Australia or the Northern
Territory. Please contact the National Coordinator if you are in these regions and have an
interest in becoming involved with ASCM.
Let justice grow wild & provide for all peoples freedom from oppression, for the sake of Christ the Vine.
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